Microsoft 365 Security
in the Cloud
Everything you need, wherever
you need it, in one solution.

43 percent of all breaches in the past year occurred at small businesses, exceeding those at large
corporations.1 That’s why Microsoft wants to offer you the same world-class security that was originally
designed for the world’s largest businesses, but at a monthly rate that doesn’t break the bank.
Discover Microsoft 365, a comprehensive solution that brings together best-in-class productivity apps
with advanced security and device management to help safeguard your business from even the most
sophisticated threats. Start protecting your data, devices, and passwords today so that you can focus on
growing your business with confidence.

Protect

Secure

Defend

What if you could protect your
company’s data?

Would you like to secure every
device that connects to work
emails and files?

How would you like to defend
your business from threats?

Ensure that no one can share your
personal and financial information
outside your business.
SMBs are turning to Microsoft 365
to protect their business data
because of the scale of Microsoft
security, with over 470 B emails
analyzed per month and 3,500
security professionals protecting
customers.2
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2 Microsoft

Security

Effectively control which devices
and users have access to your
business information at any
given time.
With the emergence of new
regulatory requirements for
different industries and states,
SMBs are considering Microsoft 365
because of the higher security
functionality.

Take advantage of always-up-todate security that automatically
detects and defends against
cyberthreats.
Every day, Microsoft analyzes
6.5 trillion signals—the largest
threat-related optics. Anytime a
new threat is detected anywhere
in the world, Microsoft updates
its network to ensure our security
software can protect your company
from both old and new forms of
malware.

Focus on running your
business and leave
security to us.
“We continually work to raise our Secure Score. Early on, the score
feature was a driver in our choice to move to Microsoft 365—the
better our security tools, the better we do our jobs, the better our
security score.”
– Justyn Bridge, IT Manager, Peet Limited

Picture this:

With Microsoft 365:
Prevent costly cyberattacks from happening:

Cyberattacks are so
sophisticated today that
even experts can’t detect
them before it’s too late.

• Detect threats early with Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) Safe Links and Safe
Attachments that automatically scan and analyze email links or attachments.
• Prevent phishing attacks with built-in machine learning models and
impersonation detection that quickly identify suspicious activity on email.
• Protect company devices with multifactor authentication and Windows
Defender to make it difficult for hackers to access information.

Give your organization greater data protection:

One of the biggest security
risks is when people
share sensitive data outside
the organization.

• Protect sensitive data from leaks with built-in Data Loss Prevention that can
automatically detect when an email includes sensitive information.
• Encrypt sensitive emails with one click to ensure that only the right individuals
can access information.
• Control who has access to files with Information Protection that lets you apply
restrictions to emails and to prevent data from ending up in the wrong hands.

Secure every device that connects to your business data:

More workers are using
multiple platforms and
personal devices to access
company data.

• Control who has access to your data with Conditional Access to decide which
devices can connect to business applications.
• Apply security policies like PINs or fingerprints to protect business data in iOS
and Android devices. If a device goes missing, remotely wipe business information.
• Manage business apps with mobile application management that lets you
determine who has access to business apps on personal devices.
CSPi Technology Solutions, a Microsoft Gold Partner offers Vital™
Managed Cloud Services which provides Microsoft industry-leading
cloud services that are perfect for your business. With our Managed
Cloud Services, you’ll save time, improve agility, scalability, and
reduce overall costs. Click here to contact us for more information.
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